
Hoopjunkies presents: 
 

 

Scouting crunch- time plays 

 

 

Starring 

 

The North Carolina Tar Heels 

 

 

VS 

 

The Maryland Terrapins 

 

 

 

 



Hoopjunkies – scouting crunch time is made to study what strategies/plays coaches use late in 

important games. Our primary goal is to give coaches sets and actions that can be used at 

almost every level. Please visit our website daily at www.hoopjunkiesonline.blogspot.com . 

 

When: February 21st 2009 

Where: Maryland 

 Situation: 30 seconds left in regulation, Roy Williams calls a timeout. 

Possession: UNC 

With under a minute to play, after a timeout, you expect great teams to make great plays. In 

these situations, coaches often call go-2-plays, plays that worked out 90% of the time. Today, 

we take a look at the UNC’s 5-out play, involving back-2-back ball-screens. Enjoy! 
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5 will fake the screen and slip 

quickly to the rack. 4 screens the 

ball and pops. 

The second the ball is passed 

from 1 to 4, 2 curls off 3’ screen. 

4 has options from there. 
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Curious?  You want to see some more championship plays? 

 

Coach, we got what you need: over 30 plays from Coach Williams (UNC) and Coach Weber 

(Illinois), two of the best in the business! Learn how The Fighting Illini made their tenacious 

come-back with screening sets, how UNC got all those baskets running the floor, and more! We 

will show you Williams’ key statistics, how is incredible teams run the floor and give you some of 

his personal thoughts.  But wait, don’t think this report is just about the Tar Heels, because we 

got every single Illinois’ championship sets! The University of North Carolina is known for its 

hard-nosed defense, and their coach’s philosophy to destroy opponents offense… And Illinois 

still scored off their sets? Yes, and we give them to you, for cheap … 

 

ONLY AT WWW.HOOPJUNKIESONLINE.BLOGSPOT.COM 

REPORT AVAILABLE. 
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